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Dear BioMed Central Editorial Team!

Thank you for your comments regarding our revised manuscript. We are pleased by your view that the manuscript would be acceptable for publication. We have now revised according to this request. You will find our comments (in black) and changes in the attached manuscript.

With kind regards
Mikael Nilsson

This letter is a follow-up of the previous email where we asked to revise the manuscript by including Competing Interests, Authors' Contributions and Aknowledgements sections. Besides this, could you also mention in the Material and Methods whether or not the students gave consent to the publication of the results published in the manuscript? I look forward to see your revised manuscript.

(1) Inserted into the text: The students was informed about the study and gave consent to it as well as to publication.

(2) Competing Interests: MN is a shareholder in the company which has developed the webbased ECG-interpretation programme. There are no other conflicts of interest in relation to this manuscript

(3) Authors contributions: MN together with co-worker invented and developed the program structure and put together the various sources of data into a comprehensive system, MN wrote the manuscript with the help of GB and JO who also participated in the design of the study and the evaluation of data, CH and BLJ were responsible for the students ECG educational program and the introduction of the web-program and UF participated in design, pedagogical counselling, evaluation and interpretation of data. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.

(4) Acknowledgments: We thank Jonas Bäwer M.D. who was the co-worker in development of the ECG interpretation programme.